Resolution GA/2/2.1

General Assembly Fifth Committee (SPECPOL)

Topic: “United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East”


Fully aware of the large number of refugees and internally displaced individuals that have suffered the loss of homes, land and a chance at a human livelihood,

Alarmed by the inhuman treatment and violation of Human Rights the Palestinian refugees are facing,

Recognizing the urgent need of basic necessities of Palestinian refugees,

Acknowledging (ad - Russ) the past and current (ad - Fiji) efforts of the UN, specifically the UNRWA and non-governamental organizations (NGO) (ad - China),

Taking into account that nations (ad - France) have a limit to the number of refugees that (ad - China) they are able to accept (ad - It),

Noting with satisfaction that a large number of countries are willing to contribute to the cause.

1. Calls upon the increased funding from (ad - Arg) first world countries to improve existing refugee camps and to establish new refugee facilities;
2. Draws attention to (ad - SS) the need for (ad - SS) adequate education and healthcare for all refugees;
3. Requests (del - Georg) safe and efficient transportation of refugees across countries to refugee camps or their homes;
4. Requests the placement of more UN (ad - It) peacekeepers to monitor the safety of refugees in conflicted territories (ad - ss, pal, bots, az, camb, france);
5. Encourages all nations that can provide land/homes to temporarily host refugees;
6. Stresses the need for improved (ad -It) living standards in refugee camps;
7. Calls upon the cooperation between other member states to work with the local government in order (ad - Bots) to provide resources to help develop the Palestinian economy;
8. Recommends the need for capable countries to ground citizenships for Palestinian refugees following the citizenship laws of that country;
9. Strongly (ad- It) requests that the definition of (ad - Iraq) refugee is changed to “A person who has been forced to leave their homes in order to escape wars, persecutions or natural disasters” (ad - SL) ; and (ad - Camb)
10. Urges (ad - Fiji) for a (ad - China) peaceful negotiation between (del - Camb) Israel and Palestine as a long-term solution to the topic of Palestinian refugees (ad - China).